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This paper eq!dores notions o f  ‘voice’ as it rehtes to Web 2.0. We begin b~ tracing the soczhlmeanings 
o f  Web 2.0 technologies Bra$. There the notions o f  ‘voice ’ as conceived o f  in the American media a n  
absent,yet significant collective action tookphce online through a k n d  of speaking out. Next the paper 
desm2es the confition o f  voice with a notion o f  social netw0rk.i to e3cphin how the herckan  media misread 
the Braelian action. This is achieved by an inmdiblephsticiij and abstraction ofthe Web  2.0’ constcud, 
which f i t tens otherwise qualitative4 meaningjul distinctions. This puts us on some ground to raise the issue 
of how abstractions might become rehtionsh$s. This, we azue, is evidenced both in terns of how Braelians 
m&ht interpret online rehtionsh$s, and how Web 2.0 bpe betrays a politics of abstraction at work in the 
wider economy. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper examines the notion of ‘voice’ in the paradigm of ‘Web 2.0.” We are 
interested in voice as it is constituted in the use of such systems, but more so in the public 
discourse about it. Here we trace the social life of Web 2.0 as a global assemblage (Ong & 
Collier, ZOOS), that is, a phenomenon that happens in particular places and times but is not a 
phenomenon ‘of any particular site. We view voice as an ethnographic phenomenon rather 
than as a theoretical object. That is, we are concerned with who thinks they have voice, and 
what they imagine it to be, and are not so concerned with creating a theory of voice as it 
relates to anthropological writing or industrial projects. There is an extended body of 
literature on the topic and little cause to rehash it here. The discourse about Web 2.0 centers 
on user empowerment, or the ability of users to make their own content and linkages. In this 
paper we explore the possibility that the more ‘power’ given back to users, the more that 
‘voice’ might be emptied of texture and social significance. Our main argument is that the 
notion of voice is becoming flattened and divested of power through the ‘brand’ of Web 2.0. 
Voice is not emergent from what the software ‘does’ or how people ‘use’ it (although these 
things are nonetheless caught up), but instead is a discursive device that conflates a number 
of social relations into a reified commodity. 

As authors it would be nice to be able to offer a defrnition of what Web 2.0 actually is. 
But this would do some violence to it as an emic concept. One can say it is a metaphor 
people use to describe what is currently normative about computing. There is a new look 
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and feel to the Internet that many attribute to it myriad new possibilities. But beyond this it 
escapes most moorings. Instead it floats as its own context. Technology has historically 
been a privileged site of self-induced ‘meaningfulness’ that cares little for the specificity of 
social relations (Woolgar et a1 2000). If it is deemed a technology, these authors argue, it is 
deemed to have ‘implications’ without having to know what these actually are. So, one 
should not expect too much in the way of substantive meaning from these computing 
‘paradigms.’ Most often, business people point to it as a means of justifying business plans 
based on hoped-for network effects (because Web 2.0 is about social connection), or 
attributing agency to users of it (because Web 2.0 is about self-production of media). The 
term gets used to provide context without specifying a place or people or objects. 

We begin by tracing the social meanings of Web 2.0 technologies in Brazil. There the 
notions of ‘voice’ as conceived of in the American media are absent, yet significant collective 
action took place online through a kind of speaking out. Next the paper describes the 
conflation of voice with a notion of social networks to explain how the American media 
misread the Brazilian action. This is achieved by an incredible plasticity and abstraction of 
the Web 2.0’ construct, which flattens otherwise qualitatively meaningful distinctions. 
This puts us on some ground to raise the issue of how abstractions might become 
relationships. This, we argue, is evidenced both in terms of how Brazilians might interpret 
online relationships, and how Web 2.0 hype betrays a politics of abstraction at work in the 
wider economy. 

GROWTH OF WEB 2.0 IN BRAZIL 

Networking as a Collective Experience 

In an advertising driven economy, the expansion and retention of eyeballs is everything. 
It makes a certain sense, then, that narratives of success in Web 2.0 involve tales of 
technologies skyrocketing from local to global scales. Craigslist, for example attempted to 
solve a small-scale, local (even personal) ‘need’ as a relative newcomer in San Francisco to 
connect to other people, and reached unexpectedly large proportions. Orkut started from a 
US company (Google) to compete with Friendster. It was not local at all but quickly became 
localized, prompting talk of a ‘‘Crazy Brazilian Invasion”, which has been captured and 
extensively narrated by the Brazilian media.’ A biographical account of this process can be 
summed up in three major epochs: ‘Orkutmania,’ ‘Orkuticidio’ (Orkut suicide - as some 
users realized the impact of turning themselves “public” on their everyday, external lives), 
and Orkut legal challenges (as, for example, illicit, illegal external practices, such as drug 
dealing found their way to this ‘virtuaP network of potential users). In January 2004, Orkut 
in Brazil was no more than a short note on a local newspaper about a new US-based 
relationship site by Google to compete with Friendster.com. Based on ‘invitation only’ 
subscription model where new users were required to receive an invitation from a member 

1 We explored the o n h e  archive of the largest newspaper in Brazil (A Folha de SLo Paulo), where we 
found 637 news articles that make at least one reference to Orkut since early 2004. 
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to join the site, Orkut grew organically out of individuals’ social network paths. These initial 
users had an interest in Orkut as a social networking system. That is, the number of 
communities about social network analysis and related topics as well as the types of 
messages posted on them were relatively high. 

While it was growing steadily in the US and starting to reach out overseas, something 
unexpected happened - a Brazilian tidal wave engulfed the site.2 Five months after this first 
newspaper note about this, the number of Brazilian users ‘beat’ the US user population on 
site. This would have gone unnoticed if were not for that the ways in which Brazilians 
challenged pre-established social norms (or netiquette) and technological assumptions 
embedded in the design. On this note Brazilians took it as a clean slate, so to speak - 
although the system’s UI was designed to afford the particular notion of social network that 
pervaded US academics and businesses at that point, Brazilians had not necessarily a pre- 
established set of norms and behaviors in place to shape and organize the use of the system. 
Instrumental notions of social network management described in the sociological literature 
(Burt, 1995; Granovetter, 1973; Nardl, et al., 2002) as critical aspect of people’s everyday 
work practices turned out to be uninteresting and even unimportant for Brazilians adopting 
Orkut. In fact, people at that point had not been exposed to the existing instrumentalist 
discourses of social-network and social networking common in the US - the notion that a 
person fans out to collect as many contacts, and therefore opportunities, as possible, and 
that an affective relationship might be a totally separate concern. Orkut was not a social 
networking system but a site for “networks of relationships” (direct translation of “redes de 
relacionamento”) or simply a relationship site. Although Orkut visualized relationships in 
this mathematical way, reflecting its instrumentalist origins, this did not stop people from 
viewing these as relationships rather than a disembodied network. 

The Brazilian “takeover” in fact generated a big (negative, for the most part) reaction 
from other users that ranged from xenophobic hate messages to puzzled concerns. 
According to (Reuters, 2004), a Canadian user, Tammy Soldaat, was quickly labeled ‘nazi’ 
and ‘xenophobic’ by a group of Brazilians for asking whether only people who speak English 
should participate on her community site on body piercing. Brazilians did not hesitate to 
push off people (usually non-Portuguese speakers) from communities. Yet they argued that 
they simply wanted to “hang out” with their friends, as they usually do in bars, on the street, 
or on the beach. “Since we can invite anyone we want at Orkut, and my friends are 
Brazilians, it doesn’t make sense talking to them in English,” Reis said in Portuguese, “I use 
the language I know” (Quote from Reuters, 2004). Hence, in what terms were Brazilians 
acting (or behaving) differently than the rest of site user population?! The increasing 
frequency in which users start seeing postings in Portuguese told them that something 
unusual and unique was taking place - the realization that Americans are no longer 
necessarily the predominant (or dominating) user population on the web. 

2 Today, Orkut is the eighth most visited site on the web worldwide. It is the most visited site in Brazil, 
second in India, and 3lSt in the US - according to Alexa: 
http://www.alexa.com/data/details/traffic_details?url=orkut.com (accessed August 2007) 
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Becoming the largest geographic community, gave Brazilians a sense of ownership. This 
ownership was without any legal stake or control. There was a perceived right to overlook 
some of the basic community netiquette, such as, not respecting a community‘s language, as 
well as to complain about changes on the site UI, configuration, login setting, etc., which 
Brazilian Orkut users did amply. On the other hand, as one American user complained 
“Orkut is not even a Brazilian service’’ - so where do all these ‘rights’ come from? While 
Google had (and still has) a business interest in keeping Orkut running, nothing (legally or 
otherwise) could prevent them from discontinuing the service, changing policies, changing 
the technology, restricting access, or even charging for its uses. 

Today, it is estimated that Orkut has reached over 63 million users, where 68.3% of its 
access comes from Brazil, according to Ale&: 14.6% from India (the fastest growing user 
population on Orkut, today), and 3.5% from the US. These numbers are even more 
significant when compared to participation of these countries on the Internet as a percentage 
of the worldwide Internet user population: the US leading with l8.8%, India coming in 5th 
place with 3.6%, and Brazil in 8” with 2.9%. By far, Orkut is the most visited site in Bra24 
second most visited site in India, and merely 31st place in the US. 

We can think about the nature of this takeover by contrasting it with two common 
views of social networking software: the individual and the collaborative. The individual view 
focuses on actions and experiences of solidarity actors and independent decision-makers. 
Here the focus has been on instrumental uses of social network software. This view would 
surface stories about how individuals from urban areas around Brazil were using Orkut to 
connect to past classmates to supplement their job opportunities or make new friends in 
places they wanted to visit, as well as the usual making connections on regular basis. This all 
was indeed taking place. The collaborative view of social networking views it in terms of 
orchestration and making something happen in collaboration with others. Using Orkut to 
assist in arranging meeting times for evenings or weekend get-aways with groups of friends 
might be an example. Being connected to others interested in sports for the physically 
impaired is another. Again, we have traced these activities through our fieldwork. An issue 
with collaboration here is that the social aspect still assumes a multiplicity of individuals, 
without looking at the collective as a whole. What the ‘takeover’ of Orkut offers a case study 
colhctivi~ rather than collaboration. By collective experience we are referring to the 
intersubjectively negotiated, individually incorporated, and only more or less “shared”, and 
yet in a way forms a common lens through which we make sense of an everyday experience.. 
Orkut grew in this way to be a part of the everyday experience of all the middle class 
participants in our studies between 2004 and 2006. The use of Portuguese as a voice to gain 
power vis a vis the Americans was the exciting aspect of it. 
Orkut and Emergent Forms of Social Relations 

3 
coxA (last accessed in July 2007) 
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As the takeover was happening, a set of transformations was taking place. The meaning 
of various social categories, ranging from kinship categories, to hanging out with friends, to 
private, personal conversation were shaped by the ways in which the system represented 
such concepts in its technological affordances (e.g., UI), and consequently people endowed 
new meanings to these patterns of interactions mediated by these affordances. For example, 
conversations were re-framed as ‘posting’ messages (personal or otherwise) on people’s 
(acquainted or otherwise) public ‘scrapbook,’ (scrapbooks are a form of offline chat or 
messaging system that are one of the most popular activities on Orkut.) Writing public 
messages on scrapbooks parallels how people interact and approach other in public spaces in 
the physical world. Friends, high school buddies, relatives, co-workers, acquaintances, and 
the like, became equally unmarked as buddies in people’s buddy lists - or social network. 
This is a vast difference than what happens in physical world where categories amongst out 
participants in research were multitudinous. Distinctions that were often situational and 
dynamic in real life, in Orkut were static and fured. The result was the categories became 
relatively meaningless. What became important was adding people to the buddy list. This 
was not a marker of one’s personal set of relationships but rather one’s “buddy list” became 
an entity in and of itself - the value was to have a large buddy list and the set of relationships 
was mostly irrelevant. While in the US users had a restrictive, exclusive notion of a personal 
social network - i.e. personal circles - users in Brazil had an exceptionally open, inclusive 
notion, such that it did not matter who was ‘in’ and who was ‘out’, what was ‘publicly’ 
available and what was not. What did matter was the sue of the buddy list. It became a new 
social artifact. 

While the distinctions of ‘friend,’ ‘kin,’ ‘fellow party goer,’ etc were not challenged in 
everyday life, in online life the notion of a ‘buddy list’ began to take on its own meaning. For 
the first time, the quantity of contacts, in such starkly reified form, became sociologically 
meaningful. In fact, users started somewhat competing for the number of people in their 
buddy list. For example, Brazilians on average had 150 other members in their buddy list 
whereas in the US people had around 40 or 50 buddies. One of our interviewees, while 
showing her buddy list, was unable to recognize people in her own list. That these buddies 
are listed and visually present construes a different way of thinking and interacting with 
people. At a party, for example, value does not come necessarily from the counting of the 
number of people but how enjoyable it is, as they put in Brazil, “festa animada.” The shift 
here was to an accounting where counting actually mattered in the virtual environment of 
Orkut. Similarly, Burrell (2007) notes how video technology in Ghana is in fact used not just 
to send well-wishes across a diaspora, but to count, and account for, who was present at 
gatherings. Orkut became a way to count and to account for who is present among your 
social relations. Our argument is not that accountancy is anathema to sociality in a general 
way. The competitive gifting of yams in Papua New Guinea, stacked and lined up in dazzling 
displays, famously demonstrates otherwise. However, we do claim that information 
technologies are particularly good at accounting, and such social accountancy has not 
historically been a part of Brazilian sociability. On Orkut, counting took on a social 
resonance. A person as a central node in the network was both more visible and more 
important. We can think of this transformation as a kind of audit culture (Strathern 2000). 
70 Anyone Left to Listen? - Nafus, De Paula, and anderson 
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Audit practices seek to measure production, but the fact of measuring changes the dynamic 
of what is measured. Education becomes a matter of exam passing and time spend doing 
degrees; teachers then focus on passing standardized questions and shuffling through 
students rather than producing critically thinking persons. Similarly, visualizing social 
networks into lists and nodes and spokes is not a mere mapping of what already exists, but 
the very act of measuring has consequences for social relations. 

Numbers became a part of not just individual connectedness, but politics of what 
constituted a ‘community.’ According to recent market research fgures just 9.8% of 
Brazrlian households are connected to the Internet (Jupiter Research, 2006). The number of 
registered user far exceeds this figure. Orkut has become so pervasive that in Brazil when 
you ask about who is connected people will respond ‘everyone.’ In practice, Orkut was 
being accessed by people who were not normally consider key players in the informational 
revolution, secretaries from work, dental hygenists at neighboring offices, girlfriends at 
friend’s homes, and even women moving into the formerly male dominated sphere of public 
LAN houses. Orkut has been used in Brazilian LAN houses as a way of including (otherwise 
bored) girlfriends in boy‘s computer activities. Speaking to a former LAN house owner, he 
told us that he used to send out Orkut invitations to the girls hanging out with their 
boyfriends in his LAN house, as a way to encourage them to stay longer. Initially, only boys 
would hang-out there, for the most part, playing games, but they would not stay long 
because their girlfriends would quickly get bored waiting. Soon, he realized that in giving 
access to Orkut, girls would spend their time browsing, chatting, checking other people’s 
pictures on the site, letting their boyfriends play longer ‘in peace.’ In the end, he reported 
more girls coming to his LAN house to access Orkut than guys playing games. The on the 
ground practice of Orkut was so pervasive by 2006 that if you were not on Orkut, you are 
out - you are left out of external social life. Many are the accounts of people who were not 
invited to a friend’s birthday party because they were simply not on Orkut or in a person’s 
buddy list. As such, it became its own form of social connection over time. 

With such growth, it became increasingly normative to be on the site. The Orkut 
invitation-only subscription model endowed the site as a whole with notions of being part of 
‘the’ network (or community). A certain type of social status created an aura around the site 
- “just wait, because sooner than later some one in your social network will send you an 
invitation.” Without any question, this drew great attention and excitement to the site, and 
people expressed anxiety getting access to it. At one point, people started selling invitation 
on a local online auction site (prices ranging from a dollar to US$15). What really excited 
people, however, was competition for ousting the US as the largest user community. It 
started as a game (probably as an imagined soccer game of sorts against the US), where a 
Brazilian user created a community challenging the Brazilian user community to invite as 
many other Brazilians as possible until they achieved “the fitst place” in number of users 
according to a particular geographical origin. Orkut used to have a demographics webpage 
where users were able to see a number of very simply statistics about the user population 
according to self-defined personal information (e.g., geographic location, language, age, 
gender, and the Wse). The highhght of this page was the ranking of countries according to 
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their number of users-next to the country’s name one finds its flags, reinforcing the soccer 
game imaginary. On June 231d 2004-a memorable date, according to the broadcast news 
(yes, it had national media coverage4)-Brazilians (31.55’3’0) took the leadership of Orkut, 
surpassing the Americans (29.62%)-at that point, the site had not reached the 1 Million 
mark. 

‘Community’ was used to describe online circles of people, sometimes in the sense of 
community of interest, as originally intended, but increasingly something more pliable. 
While there was an incredibly majoritarian and inclusive notion of community at work, it 
also became more suffused with numbers than the stuff of social relations. The numbers 
were the politics, rather than questions of, say, leadership or group provisioning or the 
myriad other things that people do in social groups. Community, of course, has always been 
a slippery word that people have to reinvent for themselves constantly. But here people were 
not creating its meaning out of relations, but of ever increasing numbers on a statistical 
reporting page. Again, this is not to say that social relations did not take place, or that Orkut 
was in some way asocial, but that the display of numbers grew its own social life such that it 
became interchangeable with notions of what a social circle was and what an interest group 
might be. With so many people on buddy lists and joining ‘communities’ within Orkut left 
and right, it also was interchangeable with a notion of a personal network-now equally 
arbitrary. As Brazilians were gaining a voice on Orkut, the very thing that gave them that 
power-a percentage-also eclipsed any substantive meaning of those links. 

VOICE AND THE PLASTICITY OF WEB 2.0 AS A BRAND 

We became interested in Orkut because it is a great success that remains utterly obscure 
to Anglophone discourse. It may as well be a passing comment or a footnote in the literature 
about social networks. The story about Orkut in the US should have been about the success 
of a global technology becoming local, but there was barely any story at all. What mention 
there is treats it as a negative example around issues of ‘misuses’ and focuses its legal 
troubles with local authorities. In this section we look at this absence in light of what was 
being said about Web 2.0 in the Anglophone press. One of the hallmarks of Web 2.0 
discourse is the notion that seemingly anyone can have a voice on the web. ‘YOU” are the 
person of the year, according to Time Magazine, because “You” made videos, avatars, filled 
in Facebook content aiid design competitions. By doing this “You” used “a tool for bringing 
together the small contributions of d o n s  of people and making them matter” (Time, 
2006). Here social connection was assumed to be the site of knowledge production. 
Homemade videos are interesting if others link to them; websites like SecondLife allow you 
to mash up other’s digital parts to make an avatar. As mainstream media, Time perhaps had 
a particular reason to be concerned about how we ‘needed’ this revolution to get beyond 
pre-digested newsbytes. The new technologies they said made information more direct. 
Similarly, the cover of Newsweek some six months before declared Silicon Valley was 

4 
(in Portuguese) 
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‘Tutting the We in Web”, again under the same rubric of consumer empowerment, 
circumventing broadcast media. Together the news reports and blogosphere chatter hailed in 
a new era of openness. 

What made Orkut impossible for an American public to even pay attention to was that 
in the Orkut case, such voice does not come via an individual ‘expressing themselves’ 
through their online generated content. Far from it-most Brazilian Orkut users did not 
have the faintest imagination of the publicness of their writings. They were not lone voices 
shouting out to the world. The Anglophone press betrayed a commitment to at most a 
collaborative, but certainly not collective, view of social networking. What it was particularly 
concerned with was the individual as an expressive agent. The stories assumed each 
atomized person made their own contribution. The mechanics of “making them matter” are 
consistently left wooly in these reports. A loose, atomized version of connectedness in the 
various software systems themselves provided an imagined stand in for counting socially. 
Brazilian ‘voice’, however, was heard in the various social network norm violations and 
competitive recruitment until it did become dominant. The being heard was the 
decolinalization of the Web. It was a demarginalization of a non-English language as a 
dominate language of the Web and the emerging of the collective power of an emerging 
society. This was decidedly NOT the sort of voice imagined when Time Mugu+ne nominated 
YOU’ the Person of the Year. 

There are enormous cracks in the just-so stories presented by Time and others. The 
most frequently watched videos on YouTube, for instance, are just as likely to be clips from 
broadcast programming and other commercially produced footage. Blogs are put up at 
astounding rates, as are MySpace pages, and they go dead just as easily. Network television 
viewership is declining, but it is somewhat of a leap to suggest a new participatory media is at 
stake, as if there were no participation in mass media previously, or ways in which people 
made it relevant to themselves. YouTube and the like are construed as ‘participatory‘ because 
a slippery vocabulary of ‘communiq has emerged which places an ever expanding set of 
behaviors and phenomena under the same umbrella as if it were the same thing. Somehow, 
the Web 2.0 paradigm excavates democratic expression out of the minutest communication 
act. 

It is worth turning to business chatter about Web 2.0 to understand how this social 
conflation occurs. In talking to many of social software entrepreneurs, we have observed 
how they rework this meaning-giving story of a new found personal expression into a ‘need’ 
which explains (away) what they sell. The need usually centers around the need to be 
heard-to individually shout across the ether. The need is ‘fulfilled‘ by drawing the dots and 
lines of a social network. “I sell vanity” one businessman declared to Nafus at an industry 
conference. What is interesting about this notion that lines and arrows plus bits of text might 
equal ‘voice’ is that it recognizes the social nature of voice. At the same time, it puts power 
to one side. When pointing to Web 2.0 as a kind of context, business people also point to 
‘users’ as source of agency. But by doing so they are allowing themselves to imagine a world 
devoid of power. If the important thing is that users are their own individual expressive 
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agents, then it stops mattering what sort of audience they have or who they influence. This 
imagination of “expressiveness” externalizes powerfrom social connection. Put differently, if 
people were doing more than ‘expressing themselves’, say voicing their concerns of an 
American normativity by making co-ordinated attempts at taking over websites, this 
mainstream notion of voice simply cannot make sense of it. Power is not possible in the 
Web 2.0 framework. If everybody is voiced, shouting their own independent thoughts across 
the ether, does anybody stop to listen? 

How is this imagination of voice without power possible? Here we use recent 
theorization of brands (Lury 2004) to link Web 2.0 discourse with broader transformations 
in the global economy. For Lury, brands are powerful in the way that they create 
connections and meanings between unrelated things. Brands in a postmodern economy no 
longer symbolize an object in a one to one sort of way. Rather, they assemble a set of 
experiences that may or may not involve any one particular object or media. They work 
through openness and plasticity, giving relative surface meaning to things, where people 
supply the rest, often in the interstice between objects. The whole means very little, but by 
drawing connections between the parts people engage with the brand as a kind of social 
project. For example, ‘Trainspotting’ as a brand signaled variously a book, a movie, a newer 
book, music not actually used in the movie, posters, and t-shirts which displayed no logo but 
which people came to understand as “trainspotting t-shirts”. Assembled under a taghe  
simultaneously ambivalent and plastic --“choose life”-the brand as a whole did not signify 
anything, and people could more or less ‘do’ parts as they saw fit. T-shirts became 
Trainspotting without any actual connection to the creators of Trainspotting. L q  argues 
that such indeterminant objects, freed of any social moorings, are growing both in economic 
and social significance. 

If we were to take Web 2.0 discourse, both in business media and day to day corporate 
chatter, as a kind of meta-brand, certain things become clear. First, the discourse achieves a 
confluence of, and a parity between, notions of ‘voice’, and notions of ‘social networking.’ 
If Web 2.0 ‘gives’ users voice, it must be because they are networked. It matters relatively 
little that these things are ethnographically false-that people remain engaged with mass 
produced content, or that blogs go dead because very few people wish to hear what any 
given person has to say. While there are d e f ~ t e l y  Euro-American notions that to some 
extent confiire this version of “voice”-for example, that voices are properties of 
individuals-no one really asks much of this ‘voice’. It is not required to ‘do’ anything, to 
change anything. In fact to do so, like forcing Americans off a website, would run counter to 
its amorphous plasticity. It would introduce some specificity and purpose and therefore 
diminish the abihty for the paradigm to act as a meta-frame for every conceivable act of 
internet communication. 

Thinking about Web 2.0 as a meta-brand also explains much about why social 
networking can now mean almost anything roughly to do with communication. What was 
once an obscure 1970s social science method has become an emic description of relations. 
Before Web 2.0 this was an abstraction to be sure but at least it had some specificity to it. 
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For example, Leitner (2005) traces the ways in which concepts straight out of 1970s social 
network analysis inform daily interactions in biotechnology, as well as state policies of 
‘clustering’ industries. This notion of a network was limited in its instrumentalism and 
opportunity seeking. But made into a kind of a brand under which venture capital 
investments are made, it becomes something quite different. The drawing of lines and dots 
on a computer screen into a buddy list can be any number of social acts, but can now be 
read as ‘social networking’, as if all possibilities were the same, ill defmed thing. Calling it 
Web 2.0 affords a sense of trajectory and growth which businesses now feel they must have 
a strategy around-that they must participate in. Moreover, because of the extensive media 
coverage it can now be read as participating IN a phenomenon rather than chatting or 
picking up girls or whatever else a person might actually do. This seeming participation in 
social networking is not unlike how buying a certain t-shirt and listening to barely related 
music is participating in “Trainspotting”. However, Web 2.0 is not a brand in any 
traditional sense. There is no single corporate agent selecting where logos go and attempting 
to curate meaning. We are left wondering whether the logic of the brand as an object that 
creates its own trajectory, rather than symbolizes a single artifact, has so thoroughly 
permeated everyday life that it might now be a lens through which we increasingly read 
social phenomenon. 

CONCLUSION 

As the early days of Brazilian Orkut demonstrate, people can make of technologies what 
they like. The flat, abstract imagination of social networking embedded in the system did not 
prevent Brazilians from using it as a network of relationships. But there is a power in this 
discourse about giving users ‘voice’ us ifthat version of voice were a form of power in any 
substantive way. The discourse is powerful because reframes the consumption of a 
commodity as a kind of social phenomenon in which one participates. It would be a stretch to 
attribute corporate intentionality to such a complex cultural crossroads that put YOU’ on the 
cover of Time Magazine. It would not, however, be out of line with the scholarship on 
capitalist societies to suggest that we might be witnessing the reification and 
commoditization of social relations themselves. Terranova (ZOOO), for example, has talked 
about the way in which content producers provide free labor, rather than free expression, to 
the new rich of the new economy. It can only be in a commodity economy where the docile 
mapping of one’s connections is treated us an expssion and the entire takeover of a website 
by a collective registers a ‘does not compute.’ 

We have taken a global assemblages approach to looking at the Web 2.0. We have tried 
to demonstrate that there is a collective way to do voice on the Web via the example of 
Brazilians taking over. We have also tried to show that this collective voice was one that was 
actually not recognized as voice in Western press because of the emphasis on the individual 
and the emphasis on market potential. Poor undisciplined Brazilians are perhaps not terribly 
enticing as a market. We then introduced the concept of meta-brand as a way to understand 
Web 2.0. By discussing a meta-brand we can see how voice and social networking become 
conflated in the consumption of the web. This way of inventing paradigms no doubt has 
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consequences for ethnographic praxis. As companies feel the need to respond to, or 
otherwise create a strategy around the next wave of paradigms, they call on us to articulate 
what it is people are actually participating in. This on the whole seems rather good for our 
business. But if voice is perceived as done, need has been met, perhaps people who position 
themselves as an internal voice of customers might fmd themselves cut out of the loop. 
Wouldn’t that be, like, so Web 2.0? 
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